Case Study
Stopped Vehicle Detection (SVD)
Demonstrating Radar Performance on Test Track
First published: May 2022

Summary
This case study describes the demonstration and testing of the Ogier Electronics SVR-500 Stopped
Vehicle Detection (SVD) radar, which took place during November 2021 at the request of a European
national road management agency.
A series of tests devised by the client were undertaken using vehicles in scenarios of varying
complexity in order to test the radar’s performance and demonstrate its operation. Although carried
out in a relatively straightforward environment, the tests clearly showed the ability of the radar to
quickly and accurately identify stopped vehicles and to steer a paired camera to the incident.
The SVR-500 demonstrated a very good level of performance across the various tests, despite the
settings not being optimised for the particular site. Out of 37 applicable stopped vehicle incidents, 32
had the alarm correctly raised and then cancelled and there were no false alarms. As will be discussed
later, improved performance could be obtained after a simple change to the radar’s threshold setting.
Furthermore, if the test procedures had not repeatedly used the same stopping locations there would
have been further improvements in detection probability.
In the vast majority of cases the radar raised the alarm in under 10 seconds from the vehicle stopping,
while alarm cancellation occurred within 20 seconds of it driving off. The SVR-500 steered the paired
camera to point at the incident with good location accuracy (typically within 1 metre). The radar
generally avoided raising multiple alarms from related events (simulated traffic jams). This
demonstrated how the system would prevent control room operators from being overwhelmed by
alarms.

Typical test with stranded vehicle being overtaken
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Location Overview
Testing was undertaken on the client’s private test track. A straight section was arranged with two
lanes to simulate one direction of a dual-carriageway road. The radar detection zone was set to a
corresponding 359m length and 9m width to cover both lanes.

The SVR-500 was mounted on a scissor lift platform positioned so the radar was at the edge of the
road with the base of the radar 5m high. Similar scissor lifts were installed further along the track for
two other sensor systems that were also under test.
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A PTZ camera was co-located with the SVR-500 so when the radar detected an incident it would
automatically point the camera at the location of interest exactly as would happen in regular use.
Images recorded by the camera are included in the result summary pages to aid in understanding the
nature of each particular test.

Test Result Overview
The following pages describe the various test scenarios along with the associated results. Many tests
had a number of different runs and within some runs there were multiple legitimate alarms when the
vehicles stopped at different positions. The results for each run are summarised using the symbols
shown below:
Alarm raised or cancelled correctly.
Alarm raised or cancelled partially correctly.
Failed to detect vehicle correctly.
A partial success may be due to radar taking longer than normal, cancelling an alarm prematurely or
not registering all vehicles within a larger group of stopped vehicles in the same location.
In the case of a partial success (orange tick) or failure (red cross) the root cause will be analysed and
described in the analysis section afterwards.
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Single car
A single car stops at different positions using either
lane 1 or lane 2.
Some runs had multiple stops.
During run 4 the car reversed backwards along the
road in the opposite direction.

Test run

1

2

3

4

5

6

Alarm raised?
Alarm cancelled?

n/a

Two cars
Two cars drive side-by-side in adjacent lanes
then stop at various positions close to each
other.
The alarm must be raised when first car stops.
The alarm must be cleared when final car moves.

Test run

1

2

3

4

5

Alarm raised?
Alarm cancelled?
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Car and motorbike
Car and motorbike travel side-by-side and stop at
various positions close to each other.
Some runs had multiple stops.
In all cases the car departs before the motorbike.

Test run

1

2

3

4

5

Alarm raised?
Alarm cancelled?

Two cars and one motorbike
In this test two overlapping incidents occur:
Car and motorbike travel side-by-side and stop
together some distance beyond radar.
The car drives off, but motorbike remains.
A second car then stops before the radar as a
separate event.
The second car drives away (passing the stopped
motorbike).
Finally, the motorbike moves away.

Test run

1

Alarm raised?
Alarm cancelled?
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Stopped vehicle in moving traffic
Ten cars and one van travel together
using both lanes.
The third car in the furthest lane stops.
Vehicles in nearest lane continue past.
Traffic stuck behind stranded vehicle
swerves round using nearby lane when
possible.

Test run

1

2

3

Alarm raised?
Alarm cancelled?

Stranded vehicle in traffic jam
Ten cars and one van travel together using both
lanes.
Both lanes stop to simulate a traffic jam.
After a while the vehicles start to drive away but
the third car in furthest lane does not move.
Vehicles behind the stranded vehicle overtake
using the nearby lane when possible.

Test run

1

2

3

Alarm raised?
Alarm cancelled?
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Vehicle stopped on hard shoulder
The nearby lane simulates a hard shoulder.
A single car drives along the hard shoulder and
stops while other vehicles pass on the other
lane.
The car on the hard shoulder departs long after
the other vehicles have passed.

Test run

1

2

Alarm raised?
Alarm cancelled?

Bridge test
This test is aimed at identifying vehicles caught
between the barriers of a swing-bridge when it is
required to open.
Four vehicles drive together using both lanes.
Three vehicles stop just before the radar to
simulate stopping at barriers for a swing bridge.
One vehicle (and several people) strayed beyond
into an approximate 25m area to simulate the
bridge section.

Test run

1

Alarm raised?
Alarm cancelled?
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Analysis of results
In the majority of test scenarios the SVR-500 performed exactly as required. However, in two test runs
there was a total failure to detect the vehicle and in three test runs the alarm was only partially correct.
The major reasons for these issues and corrective actions are outlined below:

Frequently stopping in same position:
Repeatedly stopping vehicles in the same position will reduce the sensitivity of the radar in that
particular area. This is due to the way the SVR-500 dynamically builds an alarm threshold to prevent
false alarms due to the changing environment. In many tests the stopping locations were marked on
the track so vehicles would stop in defined positions. This contributed to some of the partial
detections as insufficient time was allocated to allow the dynamic threshold to reduce before the next
run commenced.
Throughout our years of on-road trials, we have never witnessed behaviour of this type on normal
road lanes therefore this particular issue is due to the nature of the test regime, rather than any
fundamental flaw in the approach taken by the SVR-500 signal processing.

Incorrect threshold settings:
The settings on the day were configured with an unusually high threshold floor still applied because
the radar had been used earlier for other sensitivity tests. The dynamic threshold is unable to reduce
below this floor level, meaning that the alarm threshold was artificially high and subsequently caused
the two missed detections, one seen for the single car test (run 1), the other for the two cars test (run
3). This also contributed to the partial detections for some of the car and motorbike test runs where
the alarm was raised and cancelled by the car rather than the motorbike due to the small size of the
motorbike causing it to be below the threshold floor.
Simply reducing this setting would have improved performance, but due to limited time on site this
setting was not optimised. Subsequently, we re-ran the processing off-line using the saved data from
the trials to demonstrate to our satisfaction that the two missed detections would not occur when this
setting is improved. Long-term roadside installations by their very nature would have the time
available to apply the correct settings to prevent this issue from ever occurring.

Conclusion
During an intensive day of off-road trials, the SVR-500 performed well, with no false alarms. Using
default settings, 32 out of 37 alarms were raised and cancelled correctly. Subsequent analysis shows
that small changes to the test method and radar settings would have further improved the number of
vehicle detections. We estimate with these minor changes at least 36 out of 37 alarms would have
been raised and cancelled correctly, indicating a detection probability exceeding 97%.
The client was impressed with the performance of the radar system, including the rapid detection,
which was typically within 10 seconds. The completely automatic camera control aided identification
of the incident and demonstrated how control room operators could be presented with information.
A more in-depth technical report is available on request.
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